I Survived the Battle of
D-Day, 1944

Lafayette!: A
Revolutionary War Tale

by Lauren Tarshis

by Nathan Hale

JF Tarshis
A young person's firsthand witness
of the Normandy landings and the
Allied victory in World War II.

JGN Biography Lafayette
The life of a French nobleman who
helped save the American
Revolution.

Toaff's Way
by Cynthia Voigt
JF Voigt
A little squirrel wonders why he
must avoid humans and red squirrel
rivals before a winter storm
separates him from his family and
challenges him to make his own way
in a dangerous world.

Graphic Novel
Bird & Squirrel All
Tangled Up
by James Burks
JGN Bird
Bird, Squirrel and Birdie decide to
have some fun and venture out into
the forest in search of Bigfoot.

Phoebe and Her Unicorn
in Unicorn Theater
by Dana Simpson
JGN Phoebe
Phoebe, Marigold and Florence are
headed to summer drama camp
where they'll face the daunting tasks
of writing, producing and acting in
an entirely original play.

Non-Fiction
Two Truths and a Lie:
It's Alive!

Children

Fourth
Grade Books

by Ammi-Joan Paquette
J570 Paq
Blends crazy-but-true facts about
the living world with a handful of
fictional accounts, challenging kids
to discover which two out of every
three stories are true.

The Boy Who Invented TV:
The Story of Philo
Farnsworth
by Kathleen Krull
J Biography Farnsworth
Provides the true story of the young
genius who came up with the idea
of television.

Mary Who Wrote
Frankenstein

Fearless, fun-loving and fancy-free
books for fabulous fourth graders

by Linda Bailey
J Biography Shelley
A riveting and atmospheric picture
book about the young woman who
wrote one of the greatest horror
novels ever written.
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Fiction
The Girl with the Dragon
Heart
by Stephanie Burgis
JF Burgis
Keeping her head down to avoid
trouble years after her parents go
missing, a young waitress is
recruited by the Crown Princess to
spy on visiting royals, who harbor a
destructive agenda.

The Incredible Magic of
Being
by Kathryn Erskine
JF Erskine
Nine-year-old Julian believes he has
a special connection to the universe
and wants to make his two moms
and his sister happy, convinced that
soon he will die and travel to the
Dog Star.

The Great Shelby Holmes
by Elizabeth Eulberg
JF Eulberg
Spunky sixth-grade sleuth Shelby
and her sports-loving sidekick,
Watson, tackle a dognapper in their
Harlem neighborhood.

Samantha Spinner and
the Super-Secret Plans
by Russell Ginns
JF Ginns
Feeling left out when her siblings
receive lucrative bequeathments
from their eccentric missing uncle,
Samantha begins to suspect an
ordinary umbrella is a clue.

You Go First

A Dash of Trouble

by Erin Entrada Kelly

by Anna Meriano

JF Kelly
Charlotte and Ben are highly-skilled
competitors at online Scrabble. That
connection helps both as they face
family issues and the turmoil of
middle school.

JF Meriano
Sneaking out of school and into the
family bakery, Leonora discovers her
relatives come from a long line of
brujas—Mexican witches—who pour
a bit of sweet magic into everything
they prepare.

Power Forward
by Hena Khan
JF Khan
Fourth-grader Zayd yearns to play
basketball on the Gold Team, but
when he skips orchestra rehearsal to
practice, his parents forbid anything
basketball-related with tryouts
coming soon.

Grilled Cheese and
Dragons
by Nancy E Krulik
JF Krulik
A princess who would rather be a
knight accepts her father's challenge
to perform good deeds to prove her
worthiness to attend knight school.

Bob
by Wendy Mass
JF Mass
Returning to her grandmother's
home in Australia years after visiting
as a younger child, Livy slowly
remembers a magical, green being
in a chicken suit whom she
befriended, and who has been
eagerly awaiting her return so she
can keep her promise to him.

Forging Destiny: An
Unofficial Minecraft
Adventure
by Cube Kid
JF Minecraft
The Eyeless One is gathering his
troops to go on the attack and it is
time for Runt and his friends to
strike back.

Secret Sisters of the
Salty Sea
by Lynne Rae Perkins
JF Perkins
Nervous about her first family
vacation at the beach, Alix makes
friends, goes exploring and has
an adventure.

Knights vs. Dinosaurs
by Matt Phelan
JF Phelan
Uproarious knightly hijinks,
surprising secrets and terrifying
dinosaurs who face off against the
Knights of the Round Table.

